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Significant Updates – Brief 192 – September 5, 2020

5 septembre 2020Welcome back! Today’s edition is encouraging by and large. You will read of progress in integration of
best practices, new working partnerships, public awareness, citizen engagement and the value of increased attention to
information security from media standards to sabotage. … Continue reading 

With Expanded Focus on International Cooperation, Minnesota’s Cyber Security Summit is
“Unapologetically Ambitious”

17 août 2020Cyber Security Summit Newsletter August 2020 By Anne C. Bader, Founder, The International
Cybersecurity Dialogue August 17, 2020 “A few years ago, I met Eileen Manning, producer of the annual Cyber Security
Summit (CSS) in Minneapolis, while attending a security … Continue reading 

Evanina, Nakasone Warnings – The ICD Brief 191: July 25, 2020

26 juillet 2020Greetings and fair warning. The week’s news advances clarity and awareness but is all about conflict and
concern. ICD 191 opens with warnings from NCSC Director William Evanina and NSA and CyberCom General Paul
Nakasone of the importance of informing … Continue reading 

“You Cannot Give Up Now!” – Report 190, July 18, 2020

19 juillet 2020It’s been a dramatic week of emergencies. Privacy Shield shut down, Twitter down, Cloudflare down, Iran
and China, a growing trend to move companies out of China and numerous others that I will leave for you to discover.
There’s a … Continue reading 

“”…to Subdue the Enemy Without Fighting” – Report 189, July 12, 2020

12 juillet 2020In spite of the obvious, I hope that your week has gone well. Our 189th edition reflects a malaise of rancor
and division across our world with a few upbeat stories. Here’s a sampling: How the US steamrolled Chinese tech … 
Continue reading 

ICD Report 188, July 3, 2020

3 juillet 2020Sent out today to wish you and yours a future of good health, safety and freedom on this US Independence
Day! It’s been a dazzling week of interventions leading with a suspicious series of Iranian explosions and a historic
multinational … Continue reading 

The Hungarian Information Technology Landscape
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21 juin 2020by Károly Gergely A country most frequently discussed in Western media in relation to its politics, Hungary’s
information technology scene is in itself one of noteworthy vibrancy. Discussing Budapest, one often talks about its
historical buildings, its cultural buzz, its … Continue reading 

ICD Reader Book Review

13 juin 2020Neustaat Nadine Schön and Thomas Heilmann Anna Juhos, External Fellow, Institute for Foreign Affairs
and Trade. The current crisis has made it obvious that in our interdependent world new tools are required to tackle the
challenges faced by society and … Continue reading 

Sapere Aude – ICD Brief 142.

14 juillet 2019ICD Brief 142. 08.07.2019.-14.07.2019. Greetings from London. I’ve been meeting with colleagues in
Paris and London all week. Last year’s more proactive activities regarding threats and innovations are producing this
week’s top news.   USA Lawmakers, Experts See Combating Russian Disinformation … Continue reading 

Of Ooda Loops and Venn Diagrams – ICD Brief 141.

7 juillet 2019ICD Brief 141. 01.07.2019.-07.07.2019.   Greetings from Dulles. This may be a two week edition as I am
headed to Paris and London and ports beyond on business and pleasure. Each week’s brief is a mixture of “intent” and
“execution”. This … Continue reading 
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